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ELEMENTARY

Y
ou can find 3D printers just 
about everywhere these days. 
In the artroom, 3D printing 
and designing models for 3D 

printing are natural additions to the 
curriculum.
 I first discovered 3D printing in 
November 2013 after I learned of a 
grant initiative to put a 3D printer in 
every school in America. This came in 
response to President Barack Obama’s 
goal to bring manufacturing jobs back 
to the United States. The president 
affirmed, “3D printing has the poten-
tial to revolutionize the way we make 
almost everything. We must ensure 
that the next Industrial Revolution in 
manufacturing will happen in Amer-
ica. We can get that done.” 

Turning My Dream into Reality
Inspired to “get that done,” I immedi-
ately completed the grant application 
and published it to social media. The 
project was fully funded within an 

Alice Gentili

OBJECTIVES
• Apply the design process to 

solve a problem in 3D.

• Work through design steps 

including: idea generation, 

drafting, revision, and redesign 

to create a 3D artwork.

ESSENTIAL QUESTION
How can the design process be 

used to solve a problem?

MATERIALS AND RESOURCES
• 3D printer

• Filament for 3D printing

• iPads or other devices

• Morphi App or Tinkercad

NATIONAL MEDIA ARTS 
STANDARD
Producing: Develop and refine 

artistic techniques and work for 

presentation.

INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY FOR 
TECHNOLOGY IN EDUCATION 
(ISTE) STANDARD
Know and use a deliberate 

design process for generating 

ideas, testing theories, creating 

innovative artifacts, or solving 

authentic problems.

hour! Just two weeks later, a shiny 
new 3D printer arrived at my school. 
It was at that moment that the dream 
became real, but I still had some 
questions to answer: What did I know 
about 3D printing? How would it 
mesh with the visual arts curricu-
lum? How would I teach my students 
about this technology? 

The MiscoeMakerCrew
I recruited twelve students in grades 
five through eight to learn along 
with me. They named themselves the 
MiscoeMakerCrew. I began exploring 
apps and programs to design models 
and met with the MiscoeMakerCrew 
after school one day each week. I 
teach in a 1:1 iPad school, which 
means every student has an Apple 
iPad. I wanted to utilize iPads for the 
design work but struggled to find a 
way. We tried a web-based comput-
er-aided design program in the com-
puter lab, but it was too complex for 

Owen B., grade six.

A model design created by the teacher.

IN THE ART ROOM
3D PRINTING

HOW TO GET STARTED WITH 3D PRINTING
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MIDDLE SCHOOL

D
o you aspire to innovatively 
incorporate STEAM into your 
K–12 arts curriculum? Fractals 
are an engaging way to cele-

brate art, science, and math. What’s 
more, fractals are nature’s DNA, and 
examples can be seen all around us, 
from the microscopic patterns on a 
snowflake to the vast contours of a 
coastline.
 As a graphic arts teacher at the 
middle-school level for twelve years, 
I’ve developed various lessons that 
employ crosscurricular concepts 
that allow students to gain better 
insight into the creation process. 
Fractals are an exciting way to 
introduce math and science into the 
curriculum while captivating stu-
dents’ interest as they create their 
digital artworks.

Mandelbrot and the Fractal
When I first introduced my fractal 
lesson, students became aware that, 
for centuries, the brightest minds 
have struggled to unlock the mys-

Kevin Fogelson

OBJECTIVES
• Explore the ways in which 

fractals exist in the natural 

world and how they have been 

used in artmaking over time.

• Create computer-generated 

fractals as original pieces of art.

ESSENTIAL QUESTION
How can digital technologies be 

used to create visual art?

MATERIALS AND RESOURCES
• Free online fractal generators 

such as ChaosPro, Apophysis, 

or GIMP

• Photoshop

• Teacher-generated mandala 

template

NATIONAL MEDIA ARTS 
STANDARD

Producing: Develop a variety of 

creative and adaptive innovation 

abilities, such as testing constraints, 

in developing solutions within and 

through media arts productions.

INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY FOR 
TECHNOLOGY IN EDUCATION 
(ISTE) STANDARD
Select and use digital tools to plan 

and manage a design process that 

considers design constraints and 

calculated risks.

teries hidden within a fractal. Benoit 
Mandelbrot was the first scientist to 
graph a fractal set using IBM com-
puters to calculate complex math-
ematical equations. Mandelbrot’s 
exploration with new technology 
connects with my own passion to 
utilize the latest technology to create 
my own artwork and improve my 
graphics arts curriculum. 

Engaging Examples 
After providing students with a his-
torical context, I emphasized the 
visual nature of fractals through 
plenty of engaging examples. Koch’s 
snowflake demonstrates the fun-
damental concepts of fractals both 
visually and mathematically. Artist 
Katsushika Hokusai’s portrayal of 
nature reinforces repetition and 
pattern through the use of frac-
tals in many of his woodblock 
prints. The splatter of an abstract 
expressionist painting by Jackson 
Pollock illustrates the concept of 
self-similarity, a basic property of 

Derek L., grade seven.

CONNECTING MATH, SCIENCE, AND DIGITAL ART

FRACTALS
THE WORLD OF

Jimmy K., grade seven.
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schoolarts C O L L E C T I O N

STEAM

For more information,  
visit DavisArt.com/STEAM.

In a STEAM artroom, every project starts with  
art and connects one or more STEM disciplines  
as they naturally apply. A STEAM approach is 
engaging to students, encourages creativity and 
innovation, seamlessly connects disciplines, 
and provides meaningful opportunities for 
collaboration. 

In this book, SchoolArts editor Nancy Walkup  
and the editorial team from Davis compiled  
articles written by educators specializing 
in STEAM. Discover lessons built to create 
opportunities for elementary and middle-school 
students to engage in experiences that will 
develop twenty-first century skills.  

STEAM offers insight, suggestions for free 
resources, and engaging lessons with excellent 
student examples. Discover engaging new lesson 
ideas such as:

•  building modular structures
•  creating and using a pinhole camera
•  experimenting with surface tension
•  combining radial symmetry and color theory

Whether you are a STEAM veteran or a newbie, 
this book will give you a wealth of exciting 
connections.



Get Published in

magazine
schoolarts

—Nancy Walkup, Editor-in-Chief

P.S. Published articles make valuable additions to 
your portfolio, employment applications, and grant 
applications.

Dear Art Educator, 

There is no better way to advocate for art education 
than by sharing your ideas and experiences. Having 
your work published in America’s longest-running art 
education magazine will make your fellow teachers, 
administrators, parents, students, and school communi-
ty take notice. 

Wondering what to write about? SchoolArts  
publishes a wide variety of articles—studio lessons for  
all levels, K–12; advocacy; classroom management;  
innovative responses to everyday challenges art  
teachers face; differentiated instruction; and more.  
Just think about your successes in the artroom 
and start writing!

Author Benefits include:

•  honorarium of up to $100 per article.

•  free one-year print and digital subscription  
 to SchoolArts.

•  six free copies of the issue in which your  
 article appears and a pdf of your article. 

•  two years of access to Davis Digital, which includes  
 a fine art image subscription with more than  
 35,000 images, your choice of one eBook, and  
 access to Portfolios and the Curriculum Builder. 

“One of the best things I ever did for my career 
was to get published seven times by SchoolArts 
magazine. I always gave a copy to my principal 
and superintendent, and I presented a workshop 
on writing for SchoolArts at Pennsylvania Art 
Education Association conferences.” 

—Retired Middle/High School Art Educator

For Writer’s Guidelines, go to SchoolArts.com/WritersGuidelines. 

To submit your article, go to SchoolArts.com/Submission.

Subscribe to SchoolArts magazine!

Subscribe for one-year print and digital subscription for only $24.95!
Go to SchoolArts.com/Subscribe or call 800.533.2847.

Get 10 issues filled with K–12 lessons written by art educators for art educators!
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